Splinelike interpolation in particle tracking microrheology.
Converting time dependent creep compliance to frequency dependent complex shear modulus is an important step in analyzing the results of particle tracking microrheology. Fitting a function to the whole time range and transforming it to calculate the shear modulus is one way of solving this problem. However, the creep compliance of many samples, such as gels of biopolymers, shows different trends under different time regimes. Fitting in these regimes segmentwise results in a function which usually cannot be transformed in a closed analytical form. In general, unlike for beta and cubic splines, also the continuity of the first derivative cannot be ensured. In this paper, we present a method for using segmentwise fitting and numerical conversion, discussing interpolation for improving the transition between the fitted ranges, and propose a dynamic sampling technique to control the accuracy of the resultant complex shear modulus.